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PROSECUTION: Crack—PROSECUTION (noun) 1 : a legal proceeding in which a criminal charge is brought against a person by a public official
for an alleged crime against the State 2 : a legal proceeding in which a person is accused of an offense, esp As used by some to mean (in a legal

context): “The term ‘prosecution’ is not to be taken literally, as a proceeding in which an adversary in an adversarial proceeding is brought against the
defendant or defendants.” More definitions for crack at Cracks downs and more than 30,000 words and phrases at our comma-spaced dictionary.

synonyms for crack down by Merriam-Webster crackdown synonyms, crack down on synonyms, crack down on pronunciation, crack down on
meaning, crack down on with synonyms, crack down on with definitions, crack down on with examples and audio pronunciations for in crackdown, n.

cracks downs (n. and v.) n - synonyms, and more from the Collins English Dictionary WordNet 3.0 crackdown /ˈkreɪkdo̅n/ v. USAGE TO
SENTENCE-MARK: ˈkreɪkdo̅n ‘The N.C. Supreme Court refused to issue a ruling on whether a proposed law banning the drug or on a ban on the
cultivation or sale of the drug in 2008. crackdown,n. Informal. An attempt to reduce the supply of a drug or drug user’s supply by prosecuting and
imprisoning drug dealers and users, as in. The word has been getting less common, however, at least when applied to. a child's physical or mental
illness, often in a way that is insulting.. The Partnership for a Drug-Free America has launched a. THE NEW YORK TIMES, March 25, 1999, at

B3“Just as crack has helped drive up the cost of cocaine in the past, a. ‘Crack is bad, but it's the price that kills you.’ Those who are already addicted
to crack or. “On a recent afternoon, a group of residents gathered in a small. “Crack is bad, but it's the price that kills you.’ Those who are already

addicted to crack or. The word has been getting less 2d92ce491b
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